SHIP
FASTER

INCREASE
CUSTOMER
SATISFACTION

CUT
COSTS

RIGHT-SIZED
CORRUGATED SHIPPING BOXES
Cut Excess
DIM Charges

Eliminate Box
Inventory

Streamline Packing
and Returns

MADE
ON DEMAND

Improve Throughput
in Special Handling Areas

Handle Increasing
Order Variability

INCREASE THROUGHPUT
WHILE CUTTING COSTS

TECHNOLOGY DESIGNED
FOR MAKING SIMPLE
AND COMPLEX BOX
TYPES FOR EVERY
SHIPMENT NEED

Virtually eliminate SKUs of premade boxes that take up valuable
warehouse space. Take control of special handling areas of
your warehouse that require over-boxing, contain fragile items,
are heavy, or have other attributes which make them difficult to
pack quickly and effectively by standard means.

25%
BOD® Customers Have Realized a

Decrease in Packing Time
and Reduced Labor

Zero Upfront Capital Costs

We Partner with You

You do not buy the machines from us, therefore
you have no capital cost for purchase. We own and
maintain the machines for you. Purchase only the
fanfold corrugate you need to make the volume
and type of boxes for your orders.

We support your packing needs with a 24/7
technical service hotline and on-site training to
ensure your staff is fully comfortable with the
equipment so you can focus on your business and
your customers.

Right-Sized Boxes On Demand REDUCE DIM CHARGES AND WASTE.

Box On Demand® Systems offer flexibility in floor packing configurations to fit a range of
operating styles. Our packing specialists work with you to assess the best layout for your
order type, physical space, and throughput requirements.
From operator-driven order scanning to fully integrated WMS and web
services integrations, a Box On Demand machine is engineered to deliver the
right-sized box when you need it. We provide you a heavy-duty box-making
machine with a high degree of computing power. The BOD® software suite
drives a series of heads that quickly cut and crease the fanfold corrugate to
produce a wide range of box types specific to your needs.

20%

Reduction per L x W x H Yields:

Operating Styles
Pack at a line
Pack away from the machine
Small batches packed at a machine
Inbound packing
Pick to box
Pick to cart

“Pack at a line”
configuration shown.

49%

Overall Volume
Reduction

34%

Less Corrugated
Material

ABOUT US
Box On Demand® serves a broad spectrum of customers across fulfillment and manufacturing
with machines and systems designed for making right-sized corrugate boxes on demand.
As a division of Plymouth Packaging and partner with Panotec of Italy, Box On Demand
provides heavy-duty, reliable box-making machines supplied with high-quality ECT corrugate
fanfold. Our company started more than 25 years ago as the dynamics of industry were shifting
from mass standardization toward greater customization. Box On Demand and Panotec work
together to keep our machines and software aligned with the unique and changing needs of
you, our customers.

(269)-964-7181
info@boxondemand.com

boxondemand.com

